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Abstract. A novel demodulation technique for performing dynamic de-
formation measurements using a path-unbalanced Michelson interferom-
eter is reported. The method is based on the rf amplitude modulation of
a low-coherence source, and demodulation is achieved by tracking in the
frequency domain the position of the minimum of the detected intensity.
This technique is particularly suitable for deformation measurements in
civil engineering structures where deformations of the order of few milli-
meters over the sensor length are expected. The method features a
measurement range of at least 10 mm, sensitivity better than 10 mm, and
dynamic deformation measurements with a bandwidth up to 100 Hz.
© 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1543563]
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1 Introduction

Rapid growth in demand for value-added techniques
health monitoring of structures has focused worldwide
terest on optical fiber sensors as the provider of an effec
solution to measurement problems.1 Recent advances in
measurement technology have demonstrated that fiber o
sensors are suitable for the monitoring of full-scale ci
structures.2 When installed on structures, these sensors
low for monitoring important parameters such as deform
tions, temperatures, pH values, and gas concentrati
Given the exceptional stability and the flexibility wit
which large structures can be instrumented with an opt
fiber sensing network,3,4 it can be reasonably expected th
optical fiber sensors will become the backbone of meas
ment systems dedicated to monitoring the state of the
frastructure worldwide. Notwithstanding this enormous p
tential, present developments are far from fulfilling t
promise that the fiber optics sensor technology holds
structural health monitoring.

In this context, the recent development in our facility
a long-gauge-length fiber optic sensor system, better kn
by the acronym SOFO, can be considered as a signifi
achievement in the area of structural strain monitoring
civil engineering structures. The system has the potentia
monitoring structures over long periods of time, and h
been successfully embedded or surface-mounted in a
ety of materials such as concrete, steel, and mortar.5,6 The
sensor, based on low-coherence interferometry, use
Michelson interferometer with an initial path unbalance
about 1 mm between its arms. Of the two arms, one,
measurement arm, in mechanical contact with the struct
is used to follow the structure’s deformation, and the s
ond, the reference arm, is free and serves for compensa
temperature variations. The analyzing unit of the sen
662 Opt. Eng. 42(3) 662–669 (March 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15
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integrates a second scanning interferometer that is cap
of introducing a known path-length difference between
two arms. From the point of view of performance, the se
sor system has a resolution of 2mm and a measuremen
range of 5 mm, and more than 2500 transducer units
stalled and operational for several years have demonstr
long-term stability.

Although the existing SOFO system, which is now al
commercialized, is well suited for long-term assessme
the fact that each measurement takes about 10 s render
system inadequate for monitoring the dynamic behavior
structures. Such an investigation would require the m
surement and storing of many readings per second. He
the present work was undertaken with the main objective
providing to the SOFO system the additional possibility
measuring the dynamic deformation of structures.

A variety of interferometric demodulation technique
have been successfully implemented for measuring sm
deformations at low frequencies.7–10 However, given the
requirements of long measurement base and high pe
mance from the dynamic analyzing unit, these techniq
do not lend themselves well to adaptation to structural
plications.

In beam modulation telemetry, the amplitude of lig
modulated at high frequencies~a few hundred megahertz t
a few gigahertz! is transmitted from a laser source to th
reflector. The reflected beam is collected by the receiv
system, which monitors the light falling on it. The optic
distance between the light source and reflector is de
mined through comparison of the phases of the modula
waveforms of the transmitted and reflected beams.11,12 Al-
though this approach is used for measuring large distan
a similar type of approach may be applied to a Michels
interferometer operated with a low-coherence source
.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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obtaining dynamic measurements. The aim of this pape
to describe, implement, and demonstrate a novel con
for performing dynamic measurements on structures.
interferometric configuration features long-term static a
dynamic deformation monitoring of civil engineering stru
tures with a unique sensor network.

2 Principle of Operation

Let us suppose the light from an intensity-modulated lo
coherence source to be incident on a Michelson interfer
eter. Ideally, the interferometer has 100% reflection at
end mirrors, a 50% splitting ratio at the coupler, and
additional intensity losses in any of the optical fibers co
stituting the arrangement. A schematic diagram of the p
posed setup is shown in Fig. 1. A Mach-Zehnder-based
plitude modulator is used to modulate the light emitted b
superluminescent light emitting diode~SLED!, the light
source employed in the setup. Assuming the voltage
plied to the modulator to be sinusoidally modulated, t
intensity injected into the interferometer is given by

I i~ t !5I 0H 11cosF p

Vp
a0 cos~2p f mt !1wBG J , ~1!

where I 0 is the mean intensity,f m is the modulation fre-
quency,Vp is the voltage required to cause a phase re
dation of p between the two arms of the Mach-Zend
modulator,wB is the phase bias needed to set the devic
the operating point, anda0 is the amplitude of the applied
modulation voltage.

The coupler recombines the beams reflected by the
terferometer arms. The relative delay at the output is
rectly proportional to the path difference between the t
beams in the interferometer. Since the optical path dif
ence in the two arms is of the order of 1 mm, which
larger than the coherence length of the source, only
superposition in intensity of the back-reflected signals
recovered at a detector placed at the output of the inter
ometer. The fact that we are not observing any interfere
is an advantage in that it saves us from taking into acco
the states of polarization of the interference beams.
detected intensity at the output of the sensor is given b

Fig. 1 Michelson configuration interrogated by amplitude modulated
broadband source.
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I D~ t !5
1

2
I 01

1

4
I 0S cosF p

Vp
a0 cos~2p f mt !1wBG

1cosH p

Vp
a0 cos@2p f m~ t2t!#1wBJ D

5A01A~ t !, ~2!

wheret52n DL/c is the flight-time difference between th
two arms,A0 is the dc component,A(t) is the amplitude
modulation of the detected intensity,n is the refractive in-
dex of the fiber, andc is the velocity of light in vacuum. If
the relative delay between the two beams is an odd mult
of the modulation half period, the reflected beams will
out of phase and no modulation will appear at the outp
On the other hand, if the relative delay is an even multi
of the modulation signal half period, the reflected bea
are in phase and the modulated component reaches a m
mum. This implies that by changing the relative delay b
tween the two arms of the sensor, a succession of max
and minima can be obtained in the modulated compon
which contributes to transforming the phase lag betwe
the two reflected rf signals into an amplitude change.

The effect of modulation can be quantified by calcul
ing the root-mean-square value, rms, of the normalized
component:

rms5F K S A~ t !

A0
D 2L 2 K A~ t !

A0
L 2G1/2

5H 1

T E
0

TFA~ t !

A0
G2

dt2F 1

T E
0

T A~ t !

A0
dtG2J 1/2

, ~3!

where ^ & indicates the mean value. The normalized rm
value at the quadrature working point of the modulator
expressed by

rms5$ 1
4 @12J0~p!#1 1

4 @J0~p sin~2p f mt/2!!

2J0~p cos~2p f mt/2!!#%1/2, ~4!

whereJ0 is the Bessel function of the zero order. The pro
uct of the modulation frequency and the flight-time diffe
ence between the fibers allows determining one of the
rameters in which we are particularly interested. We defi
this parameter asz:

z5 f mt5
2n DL f m

c
. ~5!

Figure 2 shows a plot of the rms value as a function
the modulation frequency for two different values ofDL.
The minimum value of the curve is seen to shift towar
higher frequencies with a decrease inDL. Since the posi-
tion of the minimum depends only on the path difference
the sensor and on the modulation frequency, the freque
shifts of the minimum arising from deformations can
related to corresponding changes in the path differenc
the sensor.
663Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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3 System Considerations

A compact sensor for dynamic deformation measureme
is configured through integration of the principle outlin
above in a SOFO sensor. In this section we focus our
tention on considerations that seem to play an impor
role in determining the performance of the so configu
sensor system. In Fig. 1,a i , ao denote the intensity losse
in the fibers carrying light from the light source to the se
sor system, and from the sensor system to the reading
respectively. Since the distance between the reading
and the sensor can be of the order of few hundred mete
field applications, power losses due to bends or squeez
the fibers may be important. Experimental tests have c
firmed that changes ina i andao are slowly varying func-
tions of time.

The other performance factors are the reflectance va
R1 andR2 of the mirrors in the reference and measurem
arms, respectively. Although these mirrors are fabricated
depositing silver on the cleaved end facets of the fibers,
the obtained reflectance values are high enough, their
ues cannot be considereda priori as either equal (R1

ÞR2) or ideal (R1 ,R2Þ1). The definitions ofR1 and R2
are also assumed to take into account coupler imperfect
that can slightly affect the splitting ratio.

Due consideration must also be given to macrobe
losses in the measurement arm. Uncontrolled tight m
robends are formed in regions where the measurement
is glued to the anchor pieces~Fig. 3!. Bending modifies the
light-guiding property of the fiber, which results in a d
crease in the light intensity flowing in the measurement a
of the sensor. Since the radius of fiber bending depend
the fiber deformation, the macrobending induces varia

Fig. 2 Evolution of the modulated amplitude as a function of the
modulation frequency for different DL.

Fig. 3 (a) A perfectly glued fiber. (b) In a real sensor, the fiber is not
attached perfectly in line with the anchorage pieces.
664 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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intensity losses in the light beam flowing in the measu
ment arm. This phenomenon is characterized by the qu
tity am , which refers to intensity losses due to macroben
in a single trip of light through the measurement arm of t
sensor. Herein we refer to these intensity losses asstrain-
inducedlosses.

Taking into consideration the effects of these three f
tors on the performance of the sensor, the intensity dete
at the output can be expressed as

I D~ t !5
1

4
I 0a iao~R11R2am

2 !

1
1

4
I 0a iaoS R1 cosF p

Vp
ao cos~2p f mt !1wBG

1R2am
2 cosH p

Vp
ao cos@2p f m~ t2t!#1wBJ D

5A01A~ t !, ~6!

where the factoram
2 takes account of round-trip strain

induced losses.

3.1 Effect of Reflectance Values R1 and R2

Mirror reflectance values are fixed during the sensor fa
cation and could safely be expected also to remain cons
during measurements. In order to study their effect on
system, we suppose that

R15R and R25kR.

where 0.75,k,1.3 for a typically encountered value o
reflectance. In this case, the rms value can be written a

rms5H 11k2am
4

~11kam
2 !2 F1

2
2

1

2
J0~p!G1

kam
2

~11kam
2 !2

3@J0~p sin~2p f mt/2!!2J0~p cos~2p f mt/2!!#J 1/2

.

~7!

Figure 4 plots the variation of the rms value over a p
riod as a function ofz, for different values ofR2 . The value
R150.5 is assumed to remain fixed. One notes from th

Fig. 4 Modulated amplitude as a function of parameters z and R2 .
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curves that the minimum tends to become flatter with
increase in the difference between the reflectance valu

3.2 Effect of Strain-Induced Losses, am
2

Radiation losses due to bends in optical fibers have
ceived significant attention because of their influence on
power transmission capacity of optical fiber communicat
systems. The derivation of mathematical expressions
describing the behavior of bend losses is not straight
ward, and the solution to this problem can be approache
different manners.13,14Based on experimental observation
we have studied the parameteram

2 in a qualitative manner
and with a view to understanding its overall influence
the system.

Figure 5 shows the plot of the modulated compon
A(t) as a function of time andam

2 , where we have assume
a fixed delay oft50.33/f m between the reflected intens
ties. The plot puts in evidence that changes inam

2 have the
same effect as that of introducing an unknown and varia
phase shift in the detected wave. This also explains w
DL cannot be recovered reliably by a phase detection te
nique.

One of the influences of the strain-induced losses is
cause the minimum to become flatter, as does nonequ
of reflectance values. As an example, Figure 6 shows
response of the spectrum of a 2-m-long sensor with an
tial path unbalance of 9 mm, when the measurement ar
stretched by 5 mm. The curve shifts towards lower frequ
cies with an increase in the path imbalance, and the ef
of macrobend losses becomes apparent by way of the

Fig. 5 Plot of detected intensity as a function of time and am
2 for a

real sensor.

Fig. 6 Response of sensor spectrum to an elongation of 5 mm.
-

-

y

t
-

crease in the amplitude of the minimum. The losses int
duced by stretching of the fiber tend to equalize the int
sities reflected in each arm, and lead to a sharper minim

Since strain-induced losses cannot be easily control
their behavior will differ from one sensor to another. Tes
performed with several sensors have shown that th
losses can attain values as high as 0.25 dB through stre
ing the fiber in the measurement arm by amounts on
order of 1 mm—a value that is representative of the m
surement range of the method—which is nonnegligible
an intensity-based method. The effect of a macrobend
pends on the conditions under which the bend origina
and the way the imposed deformation influences its evo
tion.

4 Tracking of the Minimum

We have noted in Sec. 2 that for a given path imbalance
the sensor, the minimum of the detected signal will be o
tained for one precise value of the frequency modulati
The inverse is also true, that is, for a given value of f
quency modulation, the minimum of detected intensity w
be obtained for one precise value of the initial path unb
ance in the sensor. This implies that one interesting po
bility for measuring deformation variations in the sens
would be to monitor in the frequency domain the shift
the position of the intensity minimum with applied defo
mation. At the position of the minimum of the detecte
intensity, the relationship between the flight-time differen
and the modulation frequency is given by

f mint5 f min0.8
2n

c
DL50.5. ~8!

The factor 0.8 takes into account the refractive index va
tion of the core when the fiber is strained.15 This factor has
been confirmed through a number of calibration expe
ments. The path imbalance in the sensor can be calcul
from

DL5
6.42123107

f min
. ~9!

Expression~9! depends only on the characteristic para
eters of optical fibers, which fortunately remain consta
during measurements.

The inherent advantage of using this approach is that
position of the minimum is independent of strain-induc
losses. However, the developments carried out in Sec. 3
show that since the minimum tends to become flatter w
increase in the value ofkam

2 , the detection of its precise
position would be prone to ambiguity.

4.1 Principle of Operation

The principle of operation for tracking the minimum of th
detected signal is based on adding a frequency modula
to the carrier frequencyf m . Thus, the sensor input intensit
produced by the superposition of amplitude and a f
quency modulation can be written as
665Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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I i~ t !5I 0S 11cosH p

Vp
a0 cos@2p f mt1b sin~2p f ct !#

1wBJ D , ~10!

whereb, the modulation index of the frequency modul
tion, is given by

b5
D f

f c
,

D f is the maximum frequency shift, andf c is the frequency
of the frequency-modulating signal. The basic configu
tion of the proposed setup is illustrated in Fig. 7. The
carrier is generated with a Hewlett-Packard rf sweep g
erator, whose characteristic parameters are the centra
quency CF and the frequency excursionDF. A low-
frequency generator allows for introducing into the setup
external low frequency modulation. The modulated inte
sity at the sensor output is given by

I D~ t !5
1

4
I 0R1 cosH p

Vx
a0 cos@2p f mt1b sin~2p f ct !#

1wBJ 1
1

4
I 0R2am

2 cosS p

Vp
a0 cos$2p f m~ t2t!

1b sin@2p f c~ t2t!#%1wBD . ~11!

Figure 8~a! shows the spectrum-analyzer trace of t
sensor output obtained for the correct adjustment of th
modulation frequencyf m corresponding to the position o
the minimum. Since the sensor used by us had a path
balance of about 9.5 mm, the position of the minimu
would be at around 680 MHz. The frequency-modula
signal shows a frequency shift of 26 MHz and a frequen
of 10 kHz. The frequency scan atf c allows for an unam-
biguous identification of the form of the minimum. Figu
8~b! shows a spectrum-analyzer trace of the same se
with the adjustment of rf modulation still far from its opt
mum position.

Fig. 7 Experimental arrangement for the minimum-position determi-
nation.
666 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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Figure 9 illustrates the behavior of the system in t
frequency domain for different values of the carrier fr
quency f m . When modulating on both sides of the min
mum position, the frequency modulation generates a si
soid atf c with amplitude proportional to the rate of chang
of the amplitude of the sensor response. At the minim

Fig. 8 Intensity spectrum of (a) the photodetector output at the mini-
mum and (b) the photodetector output for carrier frequencies at both
sides of the minimum position.

Fig. 9 Scheme of the operating principle.
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Lloret et al.: Measurement of dynamic deformations . . .
position, this sinusoid has amplitude equal to 0. Hence
run the system smoothly, it is advisable to first generat
signal voltage proportional to the amplitude of the lo
frequency signal—in order to have an approximate app
ciation of the position of the minimum—and then use th
information for adjusting the position of the minimum.

4.2 Demodulation Principle

The demodulation is done in several steps. First, an en
lope detector is used to eliminate the carrier frequency~am-
plitude demodulation!. An advantage of the arrangeme
shown in Fig. 10 is that apart from amplitude demodu
tion, most of the processing it involves is done at low fr
quencies, which significantly contributes in simplifying th
electronics needed to build such a system. A lock-in am
fier is next used to retrieve the amplitude of the lo
frequency signal~frequency demodulation!. The lock-in
generates a so-called error signal, which is proportiona
the distance separating it from the position of the minimu
The purpose of doing this is to lock the system at the m
mum frequency before calculating the frequency sh
from the error signal. Hence, a feedback loop is first
serted into the setup to monitor the position of the mi
mum frequency, which is followed by putting in place
system for automatic compensation of these changes.
feedback loop adds together the error signal obtained a
integration and amplification from the lock-in, the low
frequency modulation, and a certain offset. The result
feedback voltage is

V05G3~A sin 2p f ct1offset1«!, ~12!

where G is the total gain of the adder circuit,A is the
amplitude of the frequency-modulating signal, and« is the
error signal from the lock-in obtained after integration a
amplification.

Figure 11 shows the results obtained in steps of 50mm
from a static scan performed with a 1.8-m-long sensor

Fig. 10 Experimental setup of the tracking system.
-

e
r

an initial path unbalance of 9 mm. Deformation is appli
with the help of a micrometer screw attached to one of
anchorage points of the measurement fiber. Measured
sults are found to match with theoretical expectations
within 99.8%, and the standard deviation of error is 0.0
mm.

5 Experiments and Discussion

Experimental implementation of this technique was carr
out using an Anritsu SLED at 1300 nm with a typical ou
put power of 1 mW and an external integrated-optics Ma
Zehnder-based amplitude modulator, with a modulat
bandwidth of 3 GHz. Since modulation frequency and p
unbalance in the sensor are closely interrelated and the
ter is of the order of 1 mm in standard sensors, the sub
rier frequency should be in the rf range. Given the difficu
ties involved in working at very high frequencies, we ha
implemented an experimental arrangement to work at m
erate frequencies, which has dictated employing SOFO s
sors configured with a path unbalance of 10 mm. The tra
lation of these developments to higher frequencies w
significantly help in improving the sensitivities that can
obtained by the method.

In order to introduce a longitudinal deformation, w
used a shaker with maximum vibration amplitude of fe
centimeters and a bandwidth of few hundred hertz. Si
the shaker vibrates only in its longitudinal direction, it w
attached to one of the anchorage pieces with the help
pulley as shown in Fig. 12. This arrangement permits int
duction of a periodic deformation of controlled frequen
but of unknown amplitude.

A commercial Polytec Laser Doppler vibrometer16 was
used for comparison with the measured results. The vib
meter, a punctual noncontact sensor that measures the
locity of a moving surface, consists of an optical sens
head and a controller, with a maximum sensitivity of
~mm/s!/V. We employed it for measuring the velocity of th
moving anchorage point. The velocity signal was then n
merically integrated to obtain the displacement of the pie

Tests were performed at several frequencies. Figure
shows the measured deformation of a sinusoidal excita
at 4 Hz. The peak-to-peak deformation amplitude in t

Fig. 11 Measured deformation in steps of 50 mm.
667Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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experiment was of the order of 300mm. Results show tha
in the case of large deformations the agreement between
two measurement systems is very good.

Tests have been performed to study the frequency
havior of the minimum tracking system. Figure 14 sho
the response of the system to deformations at 30 Hz.
though the squared-off valleys and peaks indicate that
sampling frequency was not sufficiently high, the resu
obtained are encouraging. The peak-to-peak deforma
amplitude is of the order of 70mm. All measurements per
formed by us were obtained by applying a periodic def
mation to the measurement fiber. We expect the system
give reliable results in the measurement of random de
mations as well.

Experiments performed by us were limited to dynam
measurements up to 50 Hz. Results show that the prop
system offers satisfaction as far as sensitivity, amplitu
and frequency of dynamic measurements in civil engine
ing structures are concerned.

As already shown in previous sections, the effect
strain-induced losses and divergence of reflectivity val
in the sensor response is to make the minimum flatter.
though, in principle, this phenomenon should not influen
the detection of its frequency position, it has been obser
that in practice this was not completely true. Tests p

Fig. 12 Experimental arrangement for dynamic measurements with
a sensor of 1.8-m active length.

Fig. 13 Measured deformation for an excitation of 4 Hz.
668 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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-

d

formed for differentkam
2 have shown that measuremen

obtained below a certain value of the modulation de
could not be considered reliable. The minimum tends
become too broad and thus cannot be characterized
unique frequency. We have also observed through exp
ments that the tracking system becomes ineffective fo
ratio between reflected intensities lower than 0.55.

Let us define the measurement sensitivity of the meth
in terms of the noise-equivalent deformation~NED!, as the
weakest deformation that produces a signal-to-noise r
~SNR! of 1 at 1 Hz. With the current bandwidth, SNR51 is
obtained for 10-mm deformation. Since the bandwidth o
the system is limited to 330 Hz by the lock-in amplifier,

NED50.55 mm Hz21/2.

This sensitivity can be improved by further processing~fil-
tering and amplifying! of the error signal, which fortunately
does not have any influence on the feedback loop.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a fiber sensing Michelso
interferometer setup based on amplitude modulation o
broadband source for the measurement of dynamic de
mations. The new technique shows sensitivity better th
10 mm with an adequate postfiltering stage in the er
signal, a measurement range of 11 mm with 5 mm in co
pression and 6 mm in elongation of the measurement fi
and a frequency response up to 100 Hz. We expect
system to be useful for measuring the dynamic respons
structures under dynamic loads, for instance, traffic, wi
and earthquakes. In this context, the results should be
lyzed to obtain data about the load patterns and fatigue
for system identification through modal analysis.

The optical fiber sensing device proposed by us is
bust, and its current performance looks more than suffic
for monitoring most dynamic phenomena encountered
large-scale civil engineering structures.

Fig. 14 Response to an excitation of 30 Hz.
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